Pacific Northwest Native Son
Geoff Prentiss

The Pacific Northwest of the United States is one of the country’s

European settlers in the 19th century. His personal cabin is on land

more unusual physical environments. Its geology, a creation of colliding

that was bought by his grandfather in 1918 and has remained in his

tectonic plates, presents a dramatic plateau of forested mountains that

family ever since. “History as place is important to me. Space that

meet a sometimes wild and angry ocean. It also happens to be one of

makes place is important to me. When you can add history into it

the wettest places in North America with rainfall that can be measured

to make space, that is wonderful,” says Prentiss. All this being said, his

in feet instead of inches. The dynamic and urbane city of Seattle sits on

architecture is anything but historical eclecticism. It is a robust regional

the shores of Puget Sound, a large bay with dozens of inhabited islands

Modernism that is tailored to accommodate the local climate and make

whose primary contact with the mainland is through a sophisticated

use of readily available regional materials and building tropes.

network of sea-going ferries. The economy of the region has shifted

Prentiss grew up in the San Juan Islands of Washington State.
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in recent decades from primary industries of lumber production and
fishing to high tech and aerospace manufacturing, making Seattle one
of the more prosperous and livable cities in the United States. It is here
that Geoff Prentiss practices his trade.

His family had lived there for generations. He says
he always wanted to be an architect. He also had
a strong interest in botany, but architecture held
sway. He went to Washington University in St. Louis
where he earned a degree in architecture and then

went travelling in Latin America for a few years. When he returned to
the U.S., he started a landscape design-build business on San Juan
Island, his old stomping grounds. While living and working there, he
built his first house by himself, acting as architect and contractor.

Prentiss is an amazingly prolific architect in a region known for its

He returned to St. Louis to work on his professional architectural

distinctive architecture and good local architects. His practice, by

degree, but after one year, he decided to return to Seattle to finish

design, is primarily residential. Prentiss says that he likes the personal

his degree. In 1984 he received a Mombusho Architectural Fellowship

nature of doing residential work. His architecture is uniformly of

to study in Japan where he did research on the interface between

the Modernist camp, but contains elements of Asian design and a

interiors and exteriors in traditional and contemporary architecture.

craftsman-influenced Northwest style that gives it a uniqueness and

He relates that it was a transformational experience; one that informs

intrigue. Many of his houses are second homes built in the idyllic

his work to this day. While going back and forth between Japan and

San Juan Islands just north of Seattle in the Puget Sound. It is here

the U.S., he built another vacation home on the San Juan Islands,

that mild summers with long days are met with blustery rain-soaked

attracting media attention and winning some awards. He says that

falls and winters. Prentiss’ houses are designed to take advantage of

when he returned from Japan, he found a ready clientele that has

both. He knows the area well. His ancestors were among its earliest

been there ever since.
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Prentiss describes himself as a regionalist even though he has done
projects as far afield as New York State and Mexico. Even there,
“it is strongly important to make a place fit in where it is,” he says.
If he gets a commission in New York, he wants to try to understand
their local building traditions and environmental requirements before
he puts pencil to paper. What works in Seattle does not necessarily
work in other regions of the country. When asked about the subtle
Japanese influence in his work, he emphatically states that it is not
conscious, but many people have pointed out that characteristic.
He says that he has always appreciated Asian design sensibilities
even before he studied there.
The architecture of Geoff Prentiss is uniquely Northwestern, but
universal at the same time. His houses have a quiet appeal that
could grace many a rural locale, regardless of geography. They
are a graceful balance of Modernism, materiality, and regional
sensibilities.
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